Hanbit Korea Co., Ltd.
Derma Medicina, DOLLASH, ATONA, ACNA, MOBALNA

Homepage

hanbitkorea.co.kr,
vidametics.com

Annual Sales(2017)

USD 1,500,000

Export Amount(2017) USD 150,000
Export country

Vietnam, Hong Kong,
Turkey, China

Distribution network
Performance

Unicity, ELAND
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Quality

Distinction

The Beautiful skin starts from face washing.
We, Hanbit Korea, have been successful for
the last 16 years based upon the solid trust of
our customers and this led develop the best
skincare products with the highest quality
Biodynamic, Organic and Natural ingredients.
We have a strong belief that soap is the
foundation of skin care that made us to develop
the bamboo-salt soap for the first time in the
world. Since the early 1980s, we have facilitated
the emergence of a functional beauty art soap
market to prevent skin problems.
Our products include red ginseng, brown rice,
bamboo and salt body scrub with the light
acid cleansing foam (pH 5.5~6.0) all of which
created by the inventive minds of our skin care
specialists. Our products Over 400 different
kinds distributed domestically were soon
exported abroad.
Our functional beauty art soap has been
highly acclaimed by numerous industries and
consumers. This concept is the culmination
of the extraction of vast quantities plants and
herbs.
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The effect of Derma Valerna® ™ cream:
It is safe, non-irritant muscle and joint pain
reliever.
It is fast absorbing and re-invigorating great
for both pre- and post-exercise
Thermal stimulation allows body to
accelerate immune system for self-healing
Instant thermos effect with natural
ingredients can be substituted for
cauterization or cupping therapy.
It is easy to use and instant absorbing for
fast results.
It is a must have for healthy autoimmune
system assisting well balanced body.
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Derma Valerna Ultra
Active sport Cream
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Certification of export (FDA)

#Alternative health care Cosmetics
#Atopy cosmetic # Acne Cosmetic
#Hair care shampoo
Contact Point
Heesung KIm
+82-2-564-5391
hbksoap@hanmail.net
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